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Chapter 4

Document Planning

In this chapter and the two following, we turn to details of the components that
make up the nlg system architecture we introduced in Chapter 3. Our concern
in this chapter is with the component we have called the document planner.

The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1, we set the scene by
providing an overview of the task of document planning, with a focus on the
inputs and outputs of the process. In Section 4.2, we look at various aspects
of representing information in the domain of application; this is a necessary
prerequisite task to determining the kinds of domain information that the doc-
ument planner will need to manipulate. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we turn to
the two component tasks implicated in our view of document planning, these
being content determination and document structuring respectively.
In each case we describe a number of different approaches that can be taken
to the tasks; and in Section 4.5, we look at a variety of ways in which these
tasks can be combined architecturally within a document planning module, and
explore these options in the context of the sumgen-w case study. The chapter
ends with some pointers to further reading in Section 4.6.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 What Document Planning is About

In the nlg system architecture we presented in Chapter 3, the document

planner is responsible for deciding what information to communicate (this
being the task of content determination) and determining how this infor-
mation should be structured for presentation (this being the task of document

structuring). In many applications, the document planner is the most im-
portant component of the nlg system: if a generated document presents the
necessary information in a reasonably coherent structure, readers may forgive
occasional deficiencies in more superficial aspects of the generated texts, such
as limited syntactic variety and overly redundant referring expressions. On the
other hand, if the document does not contain the information the user needs, or
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74 CHAPTER 4. DOCUMENT PLANNING

the presentation of this information is poorly structured, then it is unlikely to
be of much use to human readers no matter how well individual sentences are
written.

Content determination is the task of deciding what chunks of informa-
tion, or, as we will term them, messages, should be included in the generated
text. The notion of a message and what it contains will be elaborated upon
in Section 4.2 below. Content determination typically involves reasoning about
the domain, about characteristics of the user, about the system’s and the user’s
goals, and about the context in which the text is being generated. Content
determination is a therefore a very application-dependent process.

Document structuring is the task of building a structure that contains
the messages selected in content determination. This requires ordering and
grouping the messages to be conveyed, and also the incorporation of discourse

relations which hold between various messages. Again, the details of this
process are very application-dependent: both the domain of application and
the genre of the texts to be generated will impose constraints on the kinds of
document structures that are appropriate.

The content determination and document structuring tasks can be com-
bined in a number of ways. The two most common approaches are top-down
techniques which simultaneously build structure and content given a specified
top-level goal, and bottom-up techniques which look for ways of linking together
already-determined messages into larger meaningful structures. We will explore
these alternatives in Section 4.5.

There is a growing interest in the research community in applying nlg text
planning ideas to the generation of multimodal documents, here meaning doc-
uments which contain graphics as well as text, or which are hypertextual in
nature. We will discuss the generation of multimodal documents in Chapter 7;
in this chapter we will focus primarily on techniques for generating text alone.

4.1.2 The Inputs to Document Planning

As just noted, the precise nature of the input to the document planner is very
dependent upon the nature of the application; however, as outlined in Chapter 3,
we can abstract across differences to characterise the input to the generation
process as a four-tuple consisting of the knowledge source to be used, the
communicative goal to be achieved, a user model, and a discourse his-

tory.
For the purposes of our present discussion, the most important element here

is the knowledge source. This refers to the domain databases and knowledge
bases which contain the raw material that will provide the information content
for the texts to be generated. sumgen-w, for example, uses a pre-existing me-
teorological database which records a range of numerical weather measurements
over a period of several years, along with other historical data. Figure 4.1 shows
a fragment of the data used by sumgen-w, consisting of a set of data elements
sampled at 15 minute intervals; the nature of this data is described in more
detail in Appendix 8. For the purposes of producing a summary of the weather
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95,121,1,5,1.00,100,-12.4,-4.406,-1.72,-1.298,1016,17.22,17.45,20.09,-13.58,-5.044,102.3,.2,149.9,92.8,0,.019

95,121,1,5,1.25,115,-12.49,-7.15,-2.166,-4.877,1016,17.13,17.45,20.1,-12.94,-4.867,103.1,.2,23.3,.195,0,.026

95,121,1,5,1.50,130,-12.93,-6.463,-2.053,-4.583,1016,17.02,17.22,20.15,-13.21,-4.801,101.9,.2,359.3,24.8,0,.043

95,121,1,5,1.75,145,-12.31,-5.145,-1.764,-3.092,1016,16.75,17.04,20.19,-12.98,-4.607,102.9,.2,330.6,1.416,0,.056

95,121,1,5,2.00,200,-14.71,-5.679,-2.034,-2.545,1016,16.52,16.94,20.21,-12.99,-4.658,104.3,.221,330.2,1.059,0,.066

95,121,1,5,2.25,215,-15.44,-6.819,-2.178,-4.025,1016,16.34,16.69,20.25,-13.62,-4.819,103.6,.2,329.9,0,0,.067

95,121,1,5,2.50,230,-12.69,-8.59,-2.624,-7.07,1016,16.26,16.65,20.29,-14.03,-4.859,104,.2,329.9,0,0,.073

95,121,1,5,2.75,245,-10.04,-4.78,-1.758,-1.46,1016,16.08,16.46,20.35,-14.59,-4.945,103.9,.2,329.9,0,0,.073

Figure 4.1: Data input for the sumgen-w system




type: dailyweatherrecord

date:



day: 17

month: 05

year: 1995




temperature:



minimum:


unit: degrees-centigrade
number: 10.1




maximum:


unit: degrees-centigrade
number: 21.3







rainfall:


unit: millimetres
number: 12







Figure 4.2: A Daily Weather Record

over a given month, this information is far more detailed than we require; so,
rather than work with these source data records directly, sumgen-w first sum-
marises the data into a collection of daily weather records, an example of
which is shown in Figure 4.2. For the remainder of this chapter we will view
these daily weather records as the primary knowledge source for sumgen-w.

Other systems, such as peba and idas, access system-specific ai-style knowl-
edge bases which encode the relevant domain information in symbolic terms.
Figure 4.3 shows a knowledge base fragment used in peba; here, the informa-
tion available is explicitly encoded in a taxonomic hierarchy, with properties at-
tached to the nodes in the hierarchy. As is often the case with hand-constructed
knowledge bases, the granularity of information presented here is much closer
to that required by the natural language generation process.

The other input elements we need for generation also warrant some discus-
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(ako Echidna Monotreme)

(distinguishing-characteristic Echidna Monotreme

(body-covering sharp-spines))

(hasprop Echidna (linnaean-classification Family))

(hasprop Echidna (potential-confusor African-Porcupine))

(hasprop Echidna (nose prolonged-slender-snout))

(hasprop Echidna (geography found-Australia))

(hasprop Echidna

(length (quantity (lower-limit (unit cm) (number 35))

(upper-limit (unit cm) (number 60)))))

(hasprop Echidna

(weight (quantity (lower-limit (unit kg) (number 2))

(upper-limit (unit kg) (number 7)))))

(hasprop Echidna (social-living-status lives-by-itself))

(hasprop Echidna (diet eats-ants-termites-earthworms))

(hasprop Echidna (activity-time active-at-dawn-dusk))

(hasprop Echidna (colouring browny-black-coat-paler-coloured-spines))

(hasprop Echidna

(captive-lifespan (quantity (average (unit years) (number 50)))))

(hasprop Echidna (nails powerful-claws-rapid-digging))

(hasprop Echidna (head small-head))

(hasprop Echidna (teeth no-teeth))

(hasprop Echidna (tongue extensible-glutinous-tongue-catching-insects))

(lex Echidna

(sem ((type true-name)))

(orth "Echidna") (syn ((cat np) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex Echidna

(sem ((type common-name)))

(orth "spiny Anteater") (syn ((cat np) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex Echidna

(sem ((type linnaean-name)))

(orth "Family Tachyglossidae") (syn ((cat np) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex prolonged-slender-snout

(orth "has a prolonged, slender snout") (syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex eats-ants-termites-earthworms

(orth "is a carnivore and eats ants, termites and earthworms")

(syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex browny-black-coat-paler-coloured-spines

(orth "has a browny black coat and paler-coloured spines")

(syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex powerful-claws-rapid-digging

(orth "has powerful claws allowing for rapid digging of hard ground")

(syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex small-head

(orth "has a small head") (syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex no-teeth

(orth "has no teeth") (syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex sharp-spines

(orth "is covered in stiff, sharp spines mixed with long, coarse hairs")

(syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

(lex extensible-glutinous-tongue-catching-insects

(orth "uses its extensible, sticky tongue for catching ants,

termites and other small insects")

(syn ((cat vp) (agr ((number singular))))))

Figure 4.3: A knowledge base fragment in peba
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sion here:

The communicative goal: This specifies the purpose for which the text is
to be generated, best conceived of as a goal which will be satisfied if the
text is generated appropriately. For a given invocation of sumgen-w, for
example, this might be the goal SummariseMonth(199505). Goals often
consist, as in this example, of goal type (here, SummariseMonth) with
one or more parameters (here, 199505). sumgen-w can only cater for one
goal type, but other systems are more flexible; peba, for example, can
respond to two types of goals, these being Describe(e) or Compare(e, f),
where e and f are particular entities—in the case of peba, animals—to
be described or compared.

The user model: The user model provides information about the intended
audience of the text that may result in particular choices being made in
the generation of that text. As in many nlg systems, sumgen-w does not
make explicit use of a user model; however, this simply means that there
is an implicit notion of what the expected audience is already hard-wired
into the operation of the system. The idas document planner, on the
other hand, includes in its input a model of the user’s expertise (which
includes, for example, the words the user is familiar with); a very simple
model of the user’s task; and a list of some of the user’s preferences (such
as whether linguistic contractions such as don’t should be used).

The discourse history: This gives information about previous interactions
between the user and the system. For example, when peba describes an
animal, it attempts to relate this description to previous descriptions that
the user has seen.

The communicative goal, the user model and the discourse history together
determine what information should be selected from the knowledge source for
inclusion in the text, and the document planner then uses some characterisation
of knowledge about the structure of texts to put this information together in a
way that will result in a coherent text.

4.1.3 The Output of Document Planning

Given the inputs just described, the document planner produces as output a
document plan. Although the general notion of a document plan as some-
thing that dictates text content and structure is quite widespread within the nlg

community—sometimes referred to as a discourse plan or a text plan—the
specifics of the construct can vary quite significantly from system to system. In
almost all cases the document plan is thought of as a tree structure, with some
kind of relations expressed between the sub-parts of the tree. In some cases, only
the leaf nodes of the tree structure are content bearing information elements,
with the internal nodes specifying the relationships between their daughters; in
other cases, both leaf nodes and internal nodes can be content bearing informa-
tion elements. Sometimes this difference is no more than notational variance,
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with a mapping being definable between the two forms; in other cases, the
difference reflects a more substantive variance in the way document plans are
conceived.

The nature of the content bearing information elements also varies con-
siderably: in many cases they are sentence plans, propositions, or speech act
specifications, but in the architecture adopted in this book they are slightly
more abstract entities we will refer to as messages. This representation, and
the reasons for choosing it, are explained below.

It is also common for document plans to specify an ordering over their con-
stituent elements. To maximise flexibility in the generation process, our docu-
ment plans do not assume any implicit ordering over constituents; such ordering
decisions can be made explicitly during the document planning stage but are of-
ten left to the microplanning process, where more information about sentential
aspects of the text is available.

4.1.4 An Example

Given a set of daily weather records of the kind we saw above, sumgen-w

first constructs a set of messages that convey reportable information gathered
from this data. This is achieved using a collection of content determination rules
which we will describe in Section 4.3. sumgen-w then develops a document plan
that relates these messages together in a coherent structure; it does this using an
encoding of knowledge about text structure, discussed in Section 4.4. Messages,
as discussed in Section 4.2, are the means we use to represent the interesting
facts that we want to communicate in the text; we will leave discussion of their
details until the ideas are properly introduced below.

An example document plan is shown schematically in Figure 4.4; this relates
a set of nine messages that have been constructed from the set of daily weather
records for a particular month. One text that might be generated from this
document plan is shown in Figure 4.5; Figure 4.7 shows two of the constituent
messages that make up the plan, and which together would correspond to the
sentence the month was cooler and drier than average.

4.2 Representing Information in the Domain

In the context of the kinds of nlg systems we are concerned with here, texts
are primarily used to convey information. This information may be expressed
in words and sentences, but the words and sentences are not themselves in-
formation; the information underlies these linguistic constructs and is carried
by them. In this sense, information is the predication of properties to entities
or individuals—for example, that a particular month’s rainfall was heavy—and
the assertion of relationships between entities—for example, that the echidna’s
body covering consists of long spines. We are concerned, therefore, with is-
sues of knowledge representation, and the mapping of knowledge structures into
semantic representations.
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The month was cooler and drier than average, with the average number of rain
days. The total rain for the year so far is well below average. There was rain on
every day for eight days from the 11th to the 18th, with mist and fog patches
on the 16th and 17th. Rainfall amounts were mostly small, with light winds.

Figure 4.5: The weather summary for February 1995




message-id: msg006

message-type: MonthlyTemperatureMsg

period:

[
month: 05

year: 1996

]

absolute-or-relative: relative-to-historical-average

relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: degreesCentigrade

number: 2

]

direction: −







Figure 4.6: A MonthlyTemperature message


message-id: msg007

message-type: MonthlyRainfallMsg

period:

[
month: 05

year: 1996

]

absolute-or-relative: relative-to-historical-average

relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: millimetres

number: 2

]

direction: +







Figure 4.7: A MonthlyRainfall message
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In any given domain, only particular predications or relationships will be of
interest. We will conceptualise these significant predications and relationships
as messages, informational elements that are to be considered for inclusion
in the generated texts. Other terms sometimes used for these informational
elements are fact or proposition. We will tend to avoid the the second of
these in particular because there is a tendency to assume that propositions are
expressed via sentences in a one-to-one manner, and, as we will see below, an
important characteristic of messages is that they need not correspond to single
sentences. By removing the assumption of a one-to-one mapping, we make it
possible to contemplate combining messages to make more complex sentences.
Messages are the basic elements or packages of information that the nlg system
manipulates.

The messages themselves have constituent elements: the entities which are
related or of which predications are made, the content of the predications, and
the particular relationships identified. These are all elements of the domain.
Prior to defining the messages to be used, it therefore makes sense to consider
what an appropriate model of the application domain looks like: that is, what
kinds of entities are there? what kinds of properties? what kinds of relations?
By first developing a clear understanding this raw material that makes up the
domain, we are then better placed to define the messages that may be derived
from the underlying data; the messages are meaningful configurations of these
lower level elements.

So, below, before we look at the process of message definition, we first look
in more detail at this process of domain modelling. Both of these tasks are key
aspects of the design of a document planner. Domain modelling and message
definition are especially important in applications where the input data needs
to be summarised or reasoned with before it can be made use of; this is the case
in sumgen-w, for example, where simply reading off the contents of a set of
daily weather records would not result in particularly interesting or useful texts.
Domain modelling and message specification may appear less critical in systems
such as idas which just select some information from their domain knowledge
base to be communicated in the text. However, in such cases the knowledge
base itself is often based on an implicitly-derived domain model: the domain
modelling task has already been carried out, and the chunks of information in
the knowledge base correspond closely to the packages of information we want
to express in the text.

Ultimately, the heart of domain modelling and message definition is the
determination of concepts which can be expressed linguistically and are appro-
priate for expression in the kinds of text to be generated, but which can at the
same time be derived from the nlg system’s input. Thus, the domain model
and message definitions form something of a bridge between the representations
used in the application’s database or knowledge base, which may not be directly
expressible in natural language in a way which is useful, and the information
communicated in the generated text, which must be based on concepts which
can be communicated conveniently in language.
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4.2.1 What’s in a Domain Model?

When we build a model of a domain we are in essence asking what there is in
the domain: what kinds of things are there? This is sometimes described as
developing an ontology for the domain. Irrespective of the specifics of the
domain, there are a number of general categories that recur; as is so often the
case, different names may be used for much the same things, although in some
cases there are subtle differences of view as to what the most basic distinctions
are.

We will identify four principal categories for the elements that make up a
domain model:

• entities (sometimes referred to as individuals): typically this category
includes physical objects including people and places, and also abtract
objects;

• attributes (sometimes referred to as properties): this includes physi-
cal properties such as colour and size, as well as more abstract attributes
such as ‘being late’ (as might be predicated of a train, for example);

• relationships: again, this includes both physical relationships such as
something being in a particular location with regard to something else (for
example, ‘next to’) and more abstract relationships such as ownership;

• classes (sometimes referred to as concepts): it is generally useful to
consider classes of which particular entities are instances: thus, the two
authors of this book are entities, and both belong to a number of classes—
the class of authors, the class of human beings, and so on.

Classes are generally arranged into a hierarchical taxonomy. Although we have
suggested above that only entities belong to classes, in fact we can view at-
tributes and relationships as also belonging to classes. Thus we have the class
of colours, of which red and green are instances; and we have the class of loca-
tional relationships, which includes being above and being below. Recognising
this kind of structure gives us a way of relating the elements of our domain
model one to another.

From the point of view of building working nlg systems, we are generally
concerned with domain models for specific tasks. A considerable amount of
work in knowledge representation and artificial intelligence has tried to identify
elements that are useful in many domains: thus, for example, the cyc project
and the Upper Model underlying the Penman and kpml generation systems
attempt to provide what are in effect general purpose ontologies. In both cases,
the idea is that these general purpose ontologies provide the uppermost levels of
a taxonomy of what there is; the elements of any domain can then be subsumed
under these categories. This approach has the advantage that information of
particular kinds (for example, the fact that the objects related in a locational
relationship are physical objects) can be encoded at these higher levels once
only, and inherited by subordinate concepts.
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For many applications, however, the domain model required is sufficiently
simple that the incorporation of these more general purpose models may not be
warranted. This is a recurrent theme in the construction of working systems:
it can be easier to construct a small, tailored resource of some kind than it is
to incorporate some pre-existing general purpose resource. One must carefully
consider whether the loss of generality is outweighed by the short-term benefits
of quicker construction.

In what follows, we will focus on the development of a small, special purpose
domain model for our core case study. In principle, there is no reason why
this should not be incorporated within some more general purpose ontological
framework, although if this is ultimately the intention then a prior examination
of how the general purpose model carves up the world will help avoid unintended
incompatibilities.

4.2.2 Domain Modelling for sumgen-w

What do we require, then, in the domain model for sumgen-w? Since what
we need at the end of the day is an inventory of the elements that appear in
the texts to be generated, the best place to look for some ideas is the target
texts themselves. Analysis of a reasonable sample of these affords the following
conceptualisation of the content of these texts:

• Generally the texts are concerned with predicating particular weather
characteristics of specific periods of time.

• Some of these periods of time are conventionally defined: in particular,
each text is a summary of the weather over a particular month, and specific
weather circumstances are ascribed to particular days within that month.

• The texts also often mention specific periods of some number of days in
duration.

From this, we can say that our domain model has one principal kind of entity,
this being a time-span; and that the time spans are of two kinds, which we will re-
fer to as conventionalised-time-spans and ad-hoc-time-spans. The conventionalised-
time-spans are of two types: months and days. All of these are classes or
concepts in the terms introduced earlier; any given day or month is thus an
instance of one of these concepts. Any specified time span within a month, often
referred to in the texts as a spell, is an instance of the class ad-hoc-time-span.
Sometimes we compare a property of the current month (for example, its rain-
fall) to the average of all instances of that month. To cater for this, we will
assume that particular months, such as June 1997, are instances, but we will
also have a class called June, of which any particular June is an instance; this
class then provides us with a place where we can store information such as the
average amount of rain experienced in June in the past.

We can also provide some structure over the weather characteristics that
populate the domain model. These are predications over time spans, and they
are each concerned with some particular aspect of the weather:
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• There is the notion that a month has a total-rainfall, amaximum-temperature
and a minimum-temperature.

• Each of these is compared to a historical average, and so our domain
model also needs to include the average-total-rainfall, average-maximum-
temperature and average-minimum-temperature for each of the 12 months
of the year over the period for which records have been kept.

• Predicated of each month we also have the number of days on which rain
has fallen during that month, and the total amount of rain that has fallen
from the beginning of the current year to the end of the month being
reported. These correspond to the domain model attributes of number-
of-rainy-days and total-rain-so-far. Again, corresponding to these we also
have average-number-of-rainy-days and average-total-rain-so-far, computed
over the period for which records have been kept.

• Weather characteristics are also predicated of ad-hoc-time-spans; so, a spell
may have a rainfall attribute, a wind attribute, or a mist-and-fog attribute.

Each of the attributes identified above has a range of possible values: some
of these (such as number-of-rainy-days) are straightforwardly numeric; some are
characterised as measurements (here, in millimeters or degrees centigrade, al-
though it should be noted that other measuring schemes are possible in each
case); some are best thought of as having symbolic values (so that, for example,
the rainfall attribute of a spell could be heavy); and some are binary-valued (so
that, for example, a spell either does or does not have mist+fog).

4.2.3 Implementing Domain Models

For some nlg systems, the process of domain modelling is a paper exercise
whose sole function is to clarify the system designer’s thinking about the kinds
of things that can be communicated in the texts to be generated. Going through
this exercise can be very helpful in determining the most useful categories to
work with; once these are determined, they can be built into the nlg system
code in such a way that they do not figure explicitly in the system’s operation.

In other cases, and particularly where the model of the world that under-
lies the system is more complex, it can be useful to explicitly encode a domain
model within the system. This then provides a place where information about
entities in the domain can be recorded. Usually this is done with an ai knowl-
edge representation language, such as kl-one (ref); another approach is to use
object-oriented modelling techniques.

Even if a domain model is not explicitly constructed, the exercise of thinking
through what the domain consists of puts us in a position where we are more
likely to define message types that are not ad hoc in nature. We now turn to
this aspect of the problem.
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4.2.4 Defining Messages

So far we have discussed the kinds of things that populate the domain. When
we generate texts about the domain, we express information in the form of
particular configurations of these domain elements—for example, we assert that
some entity has some property, or that two entities are in some relation. Each
such configuration is amessage. For any given application, we need to construct
these messages from the underlying raw data, and so we need to decide what
kinds of messages are required.

The key question to be addressed in defining an inventory of message types
for a particular application is the decision as to how much information should be
communicated in each message. At one extreme, a message could communicate
a single atomic fact from the input database or knowledge base; at the other
extreme, a single message could contain all the information communicated in
the generated text.

A pragmatic approach to determining message granularity is to base it on
the types of variation expected in the output texts. If a certain set of facts are
always described together, then it might make sense to use a single message to
communicate them. On the other hand, if two facts are sometimes described
together but in other cases are described in different parts of the text, then
this information will be easier to manipulate if we use separate messages to
communicate the two facts.

For example, suppose that sumgen-w texts always mentioned a month’s
maximum daytime temperature and total rainfall in the same clause or sen-
tence. In this case, we could use a single message which encoded both the
temperature and rainfall information, which we might think of as a Tempera-
tureAndRainfallMsg: because these facts are always expressed together, we do
not need to put them into separate messages. On the other hand, if the temper-
ature and rainfall information are sometimes mentioned in different parts of the
text, then we need to keep the two items of information in separate messages.
This indeed turns out to be the case in sumgen-w.

From a pragmatic perspective, there is no need for all messages to have the
same information granularity. However, aesthetic considerations such as a desire
for elegance and consistency may result in the design of a message inventory that
is larger than is strictly necessary for the task at hand.

In the case of sumgen-w, an analysis of the target texts allows us to establish
that there are two types of messages we need. First of all, there are the messages
that make up what we might think of as the ‘standard’ reports:

• MonthlyRainfallMsg

• MonthlyTemperatureMsg

• TotalRainSoFarMsg

• MonthlyRainyDaysMsg

These are usually always constructed for the month to be reported on; we will
refer to these as the routine messages.
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The other messages we need are what we will refer to as significant event

messages:

• RainSpellMsg

• TemperatureSpellMsg

• RainEventMsg

• TemperatureEventMsg

We elaborate on example of each of these message types below; the full message
inventory used in sumgen-w is detailed in Appendix 8.

MonthlyRainfallMsg

It is on the basis of this message type that we generate clauses like Rainfall was
well above average. When we talk about a weather parameter like rainfall, there
are a number of things we can say about it. We can:

• compare it to the average value for this month over the period of record,
resulting in descriptions like well above average, drier than average, and
so on;

• identify it as having a significant value, such as being the rainiest instance
of this month on record, the first month of the current year with no rain,
or the rainiest month overall.

To cater for these possibilities, the message construction process identifies whether
the month is either routine or significant for the parameter being reported on.
What counts as significance depends on the parameter.

We saw a MonthlyRainfallMsg earlier in Figure 4.7. Here, relative-difference
tells us the variation from the norm, which is determined by comparing the
value of this month’s rainfall with the recorded average for this month over
past years. Notice that relative-difference is characterized in purely quantitative
terms: it is the role of a later linguistic processing stage to determine how this
gets mapped into lexical elements or phrases such as well above average.

TemperatureSpellMsg

We construct a TemperatureSpellMsg message whenever the daily temperature
remains within a particular band for some sequence of days, where the sequence
is longer than the minimum defined spell size. The bands are defined as shown
in Table 4.1. The daily weather records are scanned for spells in any of these
predefined ranges, resulting in the construction of a message whenever one is
found. An example of such a message is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Temperature Symbolic Value
Over 40.0 extremelyhot
35.0 to 39.9 veryhot
30.0 to 34.9 hot
25.0 to 29.9 verywarm
20.0 to 24.9 warm
15.0 to 19.9 mild
10.0 to 14.9 cool
05.0 to 09.9 cold
00.0 to 04.9 verycold
Below 00.0 freezing

Table 4.1: The correspondence of temperature values to categories




message-id: msg008

message-type: TemperatureSpellMsg

period:


year: 1996
month: 06




spell:




begin:



day: 06

month: 06

year: 1996




end:



day: 09

month: 06

year: 1996




duration:


unit: day
number: 4







temperature: extremely-hot




Figure 4.8: A TemperatureSpellMsg message
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message-id: msg006

message-type: MonthlyRainfallMsg

period:


month: 05
year: 1995




orth: |The month was drier than average.|




Figure 4.9: A message defined as an orthographic string

4.2.5 Determining the Degree of Abstraction in Messages

An important question in defining a set of message structures is that of de-
termining how close they should be to the eventual surface forms that will be
generated. At one extreme, a message can be nothing more than a specific
configuration of data elements in the underlying system’s database or knowl-
edge base, perhaps even a complete database record. At the other extreme,
a message can be specified as a literal string corresponding to a sentence that
may be generated; and there are many points in between. Choosing a point on
this spectrum constitutes a decision about the degree of abstraction from the
surface. The further from the surface the abstraction is, the greater the amount
of processing that is required to generate texts; and the closer to the surface the
abstraction is, the more limited are the possibilities for generating variations in
the text.

In the message definitions above, we have chosen a degree of abstraction
which is quite close to the underlying data, at least as that data is represented
in the daily weather records; the messages are correspondingly quite far from the
surface forms of the texts that might be used to realise their content. With the
same set of messages, we could have used a much less abstract representation:
for example, we could have defined each message as a literal string that realises
its content. For a monthly rainfall message we might have a structure like that
in Figure 4.9. The generation of a text would then simply involve printing
out the orth attributes of the selected messages. If we adopt this approach,
there is no scope for variation in the realisation of individual messages, and the
enforcement of one message per sentence is likely to result in rather stilted text,
even for short texts of two or three sentences in length.

We can overcome this problem to some extent by introducing some internal
structure within the message; this corresponds to an increase in abstraction. So,
for example, we might instead represent the message under discussion as a struc-
ture that specifies a particular syntactic constituent, as shown in Figure 4.10.1

By representing the message as an adjective phrase rather than a fully specified
1The distinction here between orth and text specifications of character-level content is

discussed in Section 6.3.
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message-id: msg006

message-type: MonthlyRainfallMsg

period:


month: 05
year: 1995




content:


cat: adjp
text: |drier than average|







Figure 4.10: A message specified as a labelled syntactic constituent

sentence, we now introduce some scope for the aggregation of information at
a later stage in the generation process. Given a similar message structure for
MonthlyTemperature messages, and a microplanner that knows how to combine
grammatical constituents, we will be able to generate more complex sentences
like the following:

(4.1) The month was cooler than average and drier than average.

Here, the microplanning stage of the generation process has recognised that the
two adjective phrases may be combined in one sentence plan, with the result
being realised appropriately.

The sentence above is arguably still a little stilted: we might prefer, for
example, to generate the following:

(4.2) The month was cooler and drier than average.

In order to be able to do this we need to add yet further abstraction to our
message definitions. Thus, we might represent the relevant rainfall message by
means of a more detailed syntactic structure that indicates the internal con-
stituency of the adjectival phrase in such a way that commonalities between
messages can be easily recognised: here, for example, we would need to sepa-
rate out the comparative adjective from the phrase that expresses what is being
compared to. However, analysis of the target texts shows that the same infor-
mation is sometimes conveyed in quite different ways; so, for example, we may
want to be able to generate the following alternative:

(4.3) The month was cooler than average, with less rain than usual.

If the same rainfall message is to result in this radically different means of
expressing the rainfall information, then clearly it must not overcommit in terms
of the syntactic structures to be used.

Thus, the more flexibility we require, the more abstract our representation
needs to be. The issue here is the same as that which arises in the defition of
an interlingua in a machine translation system. An interlingua needs to be in
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effect a common denominator that allows all the different target languages to
be generated; here, our messages need to be specified in terms that serve as a
common denominator for the full variety of expressions we want to use. Work in
natural language generation, as in machine translation, often falls prey here to
visions of a universal semantic representation language, with an implicit attempt
to provide a means of representation that will cover every possible circumstance
and variation allowed by language in general. It is not clear that it is possible
to develop such a representation language, and, we would argue, it is quite
unnecessary for practical nlg tasks. The trick is to identify a level of abstraction
that allows just the desired variability in output. Of course, the infusion of a
little additional generality may help in dealing with unforeseen circumstances:
for example, we may discover tomorrow that a further grammatical means of
expression is required, and if our representation is insufficiently abstract, we may
not be able to cater for this. The addition of apparently unnecessary generality
is thus a kind of insurance policy: one has to weigh up the alternatives in terms
of the real costs and benefits.

4.3 Content Determination

Having introduced the kinds of informational elements our document planning
component works with—in our terminology, messages—we turn in this section
to look at how the document planner can decide which messages should be
included in a text.

We first summarise the some broad categories of activity that fall under the
heading of content determination. We then discuss how content determination
rules can be derived. Finally, we show how content determination works in the
sumgen-w case study.

4.3.1 Aspects of Content Determination

In our terms, content determination is the task of deciding what messages should
be included in the generated document. This depends very much on the par-
ticular application being developed, its domain of application, and the genre of
texts being generated; this makes it impossible to specify a general algorithm
for content determination in any detail. However, content determination usually
involves one or more of selecting, summarising, and reasoning with data. Very
few nlg systems simply generate messages that communicate all of their input
data. Instead, they process this data in some manner, and this processing is the
‘value added’ of content determination.

Selecting Data

One type of processing performed in content determination is that of selecting
a subset of the information in the system’s domain database or knowledge base
for communication to the user.
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• idas responds to short questions about an object, represented by queries
like WhereIsIt and WhatAreItsParts. Content determination here typically
involves the use of a set of rules which identify, in the domain knowledge,
base specific attributes of the object in question which need to be com-
municated in order to respond appropriately to the query. For example,
the rule for WhatAreItsParts specifies that idas should communicate the
value of the object’s PartOf attribute in the response.

• peba generates descriptions or comparisons of animals. For each animal
represented in the knowledge base, there is more information available
than would typically be included in a generated text. When generating
a comparison of two animals, peba selects for inclusion in the text just
those properties on the basis of which the animals can be compared. So,
for example, if the echidna and the porcupine are being compared, in-
formation about the kinds of spines the animals have will be included,
whereas this will not be a relevant point of comparison if the echidna is
being compared to a giraffe.

The goal of content selection can be summarised as something like ‘provide
relevant information’; what counts as relevant depends very much on the context
of use. Because of this, content determination is often best thought of as being
somewhat like a domain-specific expert system task.

Summarising Data

Another common type of activity in content determination is that of summaris-
ing some portion of the system’s underlying data or knowledge. This is often
necessary if the underlying data is too fine-grained to be reported directly, or if
some abstraction or generalisation across the data, as opposed to the raw data
itself, constitutes the interesting or important information.

• The FoG system generates weather forecasts. From a content determina-
tion perspective, the key task here is the choice of a small set of concepts
which summarise the most important aspects of the numerical weather
data FoG uses as input. For example, an hourly set of wind velocities
and directions might be described as Winds southwest 15 to 20 knots di-
minishing to light late this evening; here, FoG has summarised a data set
of 36 numbers by stating that initially the wind has direction southwest
and speed 15 to 20 knots, and that the speed will change to light in the late
evening. Some detail will often be lost in such a summarisation process:
for example, if the wind speed goes up to 21 knots at some point in the
reported period, FoG may still use the above summary as long as the
wind speed is generally between 15 and 20 knots during the period.

• The sumgen-w system also summarises the content of its underlying in-
formation source in order to describe interesting patterns in the data.
Whereas FoG is concerned with important aspects of predicated weather,
sumgen-w reports on past weather events. As we have seen already, this
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involves summarising the overall weather for the month and identifying
periods of interesting activity: For example, if there are several weeks
with no precipitation, this will cause sumgen-w to include in the text a
message about a dry spell.

Summarisation is sometimes guided by a target length for the generated text.
For example, it turns out that human-generated marine forecasts typically con-
vey about 40 items of information (ref Goldberg), and the FoG system uses this
as a length guideline. This means that minor variations in the weather data may
get mentioned on a ‘slow’ day when there is not much else to report, but will not
get mentioned on a ‘bad weather’ day when there are many important messages
to communicate. Some messages are important enough that that they always
get mentioned, even if this means violating the length guidelines.

Reasoning with Data

The processes of selection and summarisation are just relatively simple examples
of reasoning with the underlying data. More complex reasoning with the data
may be required in order to carry out appropriate content determination. The
stop system generates personalised smoking-cessation letters; its input is a
questionnaire filled out by the smoker on his or her attitudes towards smoking
and experiences of smoking. The system reasons about this information to
determine what messages to include in the text. For example, if the smoker has
indicated that he or she has unsuccessfully attempted to quit smoking before,
stop might insert a message which attempts to encourage the recipient by
pointing out that most people who quit make several unsuccessful attempts
first. The reasoning involved here is an attempt to mimic something like the
reasoning performed by an experienced health professional. As these kinds of
reasoning become more sophisticated and domain specific, it becomes fruitful
to view the development of such a content determination process as essentially
the development of an expert system.

Tailoring Output for Different Users

One particularly useful source of constraints in content selection comes from a
need to tailor output for specific users. Accordingly, many nlg systems tailor
the content of the texts they generate according to a model of the expertise,
task, or interests of the user.

• The epicure system, which generates cookery recipes, decides how de-
tailed to make the recipe being generated by looking at a simple model
of the actions the user is assumed to know how to perform. For example,
if the user wants to know how to make butter bean soup, epicure can
explain one of the steps in this action as Prepare the beans if the user is
assumed to know what is generally involved in preparing beans. However,
if the system believes that the user does not know how to prepare beans,
then this part of the recipe will be described as something like Soak, drain,
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and rinse the beans. idas and peba use a similar technique to tailor their
outputs for specific users.

• Another approach to user tailoring is to give the user explicit control over
the content determination process: instead of the nlg system making
possibly incorrect assumptions about the information needed by the user,
the user is able to directly specify what content they would like to see
in the generated text. This approach is taken by ModelExplainer,
which generates descriptions of portions of software engineering diagrams.
ModelExplainer allows the user to specify (at a fairly high level) what
information will be presented. For example, the user can specify whether
he or she wants detailed information about class attributes to be included
in the text, and whether whether he or she wants the system to include
examples of classes.

Some systems support different types of users implicitly by being able to gener-
ate different types of output texts, each of which is targeted at a different user
community. The FoG system, for example, can produce both general forecasts,
which are targeted towards the general public, and marine forecasts, which are
targeted towards sailors.

From a more theoretical perspective, many people have argued that con-
tent determination systems should be based on a model where the system first
attempts to recognise the user’s goal, and then plans an appropriate response
using basic principles about belief and action. The process of identifying the
user’s goals is usually referred to as plan recognition; because of the sub-
stantial amounts of real world knowledge required to work out what a user really
wants, work in this area tends to focus on narrowly specified domains. For ex-
ample, Allen and Perrault [Allen and Perrault 1980] describe a train inquiry
response system where if the user asks When does the Glasgow train leave?, the
system will infer that the user has the goal of getting to Glasgow and the plan of
achieving this goal via boarding the next train to Glasgow. Having determined
this, the system analyses this plan and realises that, in order to satisfy her goal,
the user will need a platform number as well as a departure time. The system
then plans a response that includes both pieces of information.

4.3.2 Deriving Content Determination Rules

As we have now repeatedly emphasised, the goal of many nlg systems is to
produce documents which are as similar as possible to documents produced by
human experts. Since duplicating the performance of human experts in partic-
ular domains is one of the goals of expert systems, the domain-dependence of
the content determination task encourages us to view this as a specific kind of
expert systems task. Irrespective of the kind of technology used to implement
an expert system, a key stage in any such development is knowledge acqui-

sition. From the perspective of conventional software engineering, this is part
of the problem of requirements analysis.
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Just as in other expert system scenarios, the identification of content de-
termination rules is carried out in a context where a domain expert has some
knowledge, often implicitly held, that they use in carrying out a specialised task.
Almost any knowledge acquisition technique from the expert systems world (see,
for example, the techniques described in [Scott, Clayton, Gibson 1991]) can be
used to acquire content determination rules. In this section, we will describe
a particular approach which we believe is useful in many situations; for other
ideas on knowledge acquisition for nlg, see (McKeown et al 1994; Reiter et al
1997; Lester and Porter 1997).

Our approach centres on the idea of analysing texts in the Target Text Cor-
pus, as introduced in Section 2.3, to determine what messages are communicated
in the texts and under what circumstances. The design of the message inventory
for the system to be developed can be carried out simultaneously. The goal of
the process is then to:

• decide what types of messages will be allowed;

• determine which specific messages are communicated by each target text;
and

• construct a set of rules which explain why a particular message is commu-
nicated in a particular text.

Figure 4.11 outlines a procedure that can be followed in analysing a set of
representative target texts. The rules identified by this procedure then become a
specification for a content determination process which indicates what messages
should be contained in the text in specified circumstances. We will return to an
example of this in the context of the sumgen-w case study in Section 4.5.

Regardless of whether the approach outlined here or some other knowledge
acquisition technique is used, an essential component of successful knowledge
acquisition is becoming familiar with the domain and with the data, which here
means the corpus. It takes a considerable amount of time to learn about the
domain, to carefully analyse the corpus, and to discuss and verify the observa-
tions made with the domain experts. The resource cost of this should not be
underestimated; however, there is no easy alternative if the goal is to build a
system that delivers appropriate results.

In some cases different domain experts may have substantially different opin-
ions about what should be in the content determination rules. Reiter et al (1997)
suggest that if this happens, it may be useful to describe these differences in
terms of parameters, and then ask the experts as a group to discuss the best
values for these parameters. For instance, in the sumgen-w domain, if some
experts think that a rain spell period should be mentioned if it lasts 7 days and
others think that such a period is only worth mentioning if it lasts 14 days, we
could assemble these experts in a room and ask them as a group to discuss what
the right value is for the minimal-length-of-rain-spell parameter.
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Step 1: Break each text down into its constituent sentences, and then break
each sentence down into a set of information-conveying phrases. In prin-
ciple, each of the latter should correspond to an individual message that
will be produced by the content determination process. It may at first
be difficult to decide what constitutes an information-conveying phrase or
message: typically this becomes much clearer after two or three passes
over the sample data.

Step 2: Relate each message to the source data. Does it directly convey input
data, or is some summarisation or processing performed? If summarisation
or other processing is performed, try to determine the algorithms used by
the human experts. For this exercise, it may be useful to ask experts to
‘think aloud’ as they create documents.

Step 3: Group messages into classes of similar messages. There are no hard
and fast rules for determining what the best classes are; this is typically
based on intuitions that evolve as you become more familiar with the
domain and the data.

Step 4: It will often be possible to categorise the texts to be generated into a
small number of general types. Try to characterise which classes of mes-
sages appear in which types of texts, and try to determine the conditions
under which messages appear. The result of this process will be a collec-
tion of rules of the form ‘a text of type t will contain a message of type m
under conditions c1, c2, . . . cn’.

Step 5: Discuss this analysis with domain experts, and modify it accordingly.
In most cases, this will require a second pass through Steps 1–4. It may
be useful to present the content determination rules to the experts in a
semi-formal notation which the experts can understand (Goldberg). In
some cases, the analysis may suggest modifying the target text corpus,
because some texts are either suboptimal or are difficult to generate.

Step 6: When you are satisfied with your analysis, repeat Steps 1–5 with a
larger selection of texts from the target text corpus.

Figure 4.11: A corpus-based procedure for identifying content determination
rules
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4.3.3 Summary

In summary, content determination is a very application-specific process. It is
influenced by a number of factors, including the system’s overall communicative
goal; the specific data available about relevant objects, events, or people; the
user’s task and level of expertise; and the content of previous communications
between the user and the system.

As well as these issues of determining the the content of the text to be
generated, we also have to consider how this content can be organised and
structured into a coherent text. We turn to this question in the next section.

4.4 Document Structuring

Documents are not just random collections of sentences: they possess coherence
and thematic structure, which is to say that the content is expressed in a way
which is easy for humans to read and understand. A computer database can
accept updates and facts in random order, but a human reader finds information
much easier to assimilate if it is presented in a well-structured manner.

For example, many documents have an introduction which gives an overview
of the information communicated by the document, and a conclusion which
summarises the document’s main points. Further, the different parts of the
document are often organised by topic, so that related information is presented
together. Such niceties are again not necessary for communicating with a com-
puter database, but they can vastly ease a human reader’s assimilation of the
information presented.

Document structure can be ignored by nlg systems which produce single
sentence outputs; however, most nlg systems need to impart more information
than can be realised within a single sentence. This means that we have to con-
sider how a set of messages can be organised or structured to produce a readable
and understandable multi-sentential text. This is the problem of document

structuring.
The process of document structuring is based on knowledge about how docu-

ments should be put together to ensure maximum readability, understandability,
and effectiveness. Some of what is required here is general knowledge about tex-
tual information presentation which applies to all texts intended to be read by
human readers. In many cases, however, this general knowledge needs to be
supplemented with specific knowledge about how texts are structured in the
particular domain of application; this kind of knowledge has been referred to as
domain communication knowledge (dck) (ref). For example, letters pro-
duced after someone has filled out a questionnaire or survey typically begin by
thanking the person concerned for having provided the information; this piece
of domain communication knowledge is included in stop, for example, which
starts its letters with such a ‘thank you’ message.

In this section we look at some approaches to structuring the information
containted in documents. First, in Section 4.4.1, we look at how observations
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CompareAndContrast −→
DescribeLinnaeanRelationship CompareProperties

CompareProperties −→
CompareProperty CompareProperties

CompareProperties −→ φ

Figure 4.12: peba’s Compare-And-Contrast schema

about regular patterns in text can be used to define document structures. Then,
in Section 4.4.2 we introduce the idea of discourse relations which hold between
pairs of textual elements, and discuss briefly how these discourse relations can
be used to produce text more flexibly.

4.4.1 Schemas

In many contexts, texts follow fairly regular patterns; acquiring a knowledge of
the patterns in any given genre is an important part of the process of learning
how to read texts of that type. So, for example, academic articles often begin
with an introduction which overviews the subject matter of the article; this is
followed by a body of text that provides the main substance of the article; and
the text generally ends with a concluding section where various aspects of the
material presented may be drawn together and commented upon. In certain
areas of research, the body of the article may often adopt the convention of
presenting first an experiment, its results, and then some discussion of those
results. Newspaper articles, on the other hand, often follow a pyramid structure,
where, beginning with a brief summary of the main points of the story, a number
of successively more elaborate iterations through the content are provided.

Predictable structures are also often found at much lower levels in texts.
The summaries that make up the sumgen-w target text corpus, for example,
generally first describe the month’s overall temperature and rainfall; then go on
to compare the month with the same month in previous years; and then describe
significant events such as periods of extreme temperature or rainfall, along with
any relevant details.

These observations are embodied in the nlg literature in schema-based

approaches to document structuring. A schema is a pattern that specifies how
a particular document should be constructed from constituent elements, where
those constituent elements may be individual messages or, recursively, other
schemas. Figure 4.12 shows a simple schema as used in peba: this defines the
structure required for texts which compare two entities, stipulating that any
such text first defines the two entities in terms of the Linnaean taxonomoy, then
going on to compare the properties of the two entities to be compared. Viewed in
these terms, a schema is really a grammar for texts. Here, each terminal symbol
in the grammar corresponds to the invocation of a computational procedure
that examines the underlying data source to locate some information that can
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be included in the text.
The apparent rigidity of this approach is overcome by a number of additional

mechanisms that are typically added to schema languages:

Optionality: The inclusion of particular messages in schemas can be marked
as optional. If a particular kind of message is not available or cannot
be obtained, it will then not appear. So, for example, In the case of
the sumgen-w texts, we might make the inclusion of significant event
messages optional.

Activation conditions: Each terminal symbol in a schema like that shown in
Figure 4.12 corresponds to an arbitrarily complex set of conditions and
associated program code. Similarly, entire schemas may have attached
activation conditions to ensure that they are only used in appropriate
circumstances: for example, in a system like sumgen-w we may have a
special schema which is only activated if the month being summarised is
particularly exceptional in some way, such as being the wettest or hottest
month on record.

Ordering criteria: In many domains there are domain-specific criteria that
are used to order some kinds of messages. For example, FoG orders
messages in terms of their assumed importance to the user.

The addition of these mechanisms brings a schema language step-by-step closer
to the functionality of a general purpose programming language. Most schema
systems are in fact implemented as macro or class libraries on top of an un-
derlying programming language. Ideally, we would like to think that textual
structures and their conditions of use are more constrained than this, but in the
absence of a theory that can account for the wide variety of textual forms we
need to generate, these relatively ad hoc approaches suffice.

A schema is thus basically a program which is executed to produce a particu-
lar document structure. It can be started after a content determination process
has already decided what messages to include in the text. It is also possible,
however, for the schema system to request the construction of messages ‘on de-
mand’ when it finds it needs a particular type of message. These alternatives
will be discussed further in Section 4.5.

In her initial work in the area, McKeown (1985) proposed a set of general
schemata which could be used in many domains; these were partially based on
the general rhetorical theories of Grimes (ref) and Williams (ref). Simplified
versions of McKeown’s identification and description schemata are shown
in Figure 4.13, and an example of text produced by the (simplified) identi-

fication schema is shown in Figure 4.14.2 The first sentence in the example
text is a Definition-Message, which is always the first message in an Identification
schema. The second sentence in the example text is a result of an invocation
of the description schema within the identification schema, which in turn

2Note that we have adopted a slightly different notation here from that used in McKeown’s
original work.
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Schema Identification:
Include-Message Definition-Message
Repeat-0-or-more-times (Invoke Description)
Repeat-0-or-more-times (Invoke Example)
end

Schema Description:
Include-Message (Attribute-Message or Constituency-Message)
end

Figure 4.13: Simplified Versions of McKeown’s Schemata

A ship is a water-going vehicle that travels on the surface. It has DB attributes
Displacement, Speed, and Range. The Gregg, for example, has a Displacement
of 4734 tons, a Speed of 29 knots, and a Range of 4200 nm.

Figure 4.14: An example result of the Identification schema

produces an Attribute-Message. The identification schema can invoke the
description schema an arbitrary number of times; in the example text, it is
only invoked once. The final sentence in the example is the result of invoking
the example schema, which is not shown here.

McKeown’s basic hypothesis is that schemas such as those shown in Figure
4.13 apply to many domains in addition to describing ships. This is appealling
hypothesis, but we have insufficient evidence to judge how correct it is. Kit-
tredge et al (1991) argue that domain-dependent schemas are often required,
and most systems which use this approach tend to adopt domain and application
specific schemas, as in the case of our peba example above and the sumgen-w

examples we will discuss later.

4.4.2 Discourse Relations

The approach described above, whereby we take advantage of the often stereo-
typical nature of texts, is appropriate as a means of defining textual structure
in a wide variety of cases. However, as the richness of the texts we consider gen-
erating increases, methods such as this become too unwieldy. As noted above,
each terminal symbol in a schema corresponds to an arbitrarily complex set of
conditions and associated program code. Beyond a certain point, the compli-
cated conditionalities that need to be incorporated become difficult to maintain,
and an alternative approach is required.

As a response to these concerns, a considerable body of work in nlg has
explored how the notion of rhetorical structure can play a role in organ-
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ising the content to be expressed in a text. Although the ideas here have been
explored in a number of theoretical frameworks, the one which has had most
impact on the field of nlg is Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst; Mann and
Thompson (1988)), and so much of our discussion here will draw on work in
that school.

The basic idea underlying rst is that a text is coherent by virtue of the
relationships that hold between the constituent elements of that text.3 In par-
ticular, rst claims that a small number—on the order of 25—defined binary
rhetorical relations, with names like motivation and contrast, can be used
to explain the relationships that hold within an extremely wide range of texts.
These relationships hold between what are called text spans. At the very bot-
tom level the text spans may be individual clauses or sentences, but each such
pair of primitive elements related by means of a rhetorical relation is in turn
itself a text span. This means that the set of relationships within the text as a
whole determines a hierarchical structure for that text. The presence of such an
analysis covering the entire text is taken to be an indication of the coherence of
the text; if no such rhetorical analysis is possible, then the text is in some sense
incoherent, in that some parts ‘don’t fit properly’.

For example, consider the following simple text:

(4.4) a. I like to collect old Fender guitars.

b. My favourite instrument is a 1951 Stratocaster.

Here, the second sentence is providing an example of the proposition expressed
in the first; we might say that a discourse relation of elaboration or exem-

plification holds between the two sentences. On the other hand, consider an
example like the following:

(4.5) a. I like to collect old Fender guitars.

b. However, my favourite instrument is a 1991 Telecaster.

Here, we might say that a discourse relation of contrast or exception holds
between the two sentences. Note that particular cue words are often used to
signal the particular discourse relations that reside in the text; for example,
however is commonly used to signal contrast.

rst is not alone in positing the existence of such relational propositions.
There are different views in the literature as to the size and content of the
inventory of discourse relations that can be found in real texts; in implemented
systems, designers will often choose or create a set that is appropriate for the
task at hand. Some common discourse relations which are frequently used are
as follows:

• Elaboration: one message or group of messages elaborates on the infor-
mation in another message or group of messages;

3Note that, in the case of schemas, the symbols in the grammar do not directly indicate
the relationships between parts of the text, but rather indicate the role each constituent plays
in the text as a whole. This is a distinction often overlooked in the literature.
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• Exemplification: one message or group of messages provides an example
of the fact stated in another message or group of messages;

• Contrast: one message or group of messages provides contrasting infor-
mation to that provided in another message or group of messages; and

• Narrative Sequence: a set of messages or groups of messages commu-
nicate a time-ordered sequence of events.

In rst, each rhetorical relation is defined as holding between two portions of a
text, called the nucleus and the satellite (n and s). A relation defintion has
four parts:

• constraints on the nucleus

• constraints on the satellite

• constraints on the combination of the nucleus and the satellite

• the effect

The definition of the rst elaboration relation is shown in Figure 4.15. This
attempts to capture something of what is happening in Example (4.4); in this
case, the first sentence (I like to collect old Fender guitars) is the nucleus, while
the second sentence (My favourite instrument is a 1951 Stratocaster) is the
satellite.

Many nlg systems use the specific set of discourse relations defined in rst

as a starting point, and modify this set to cater for the idiosyncrasies of a par-
ticular domain. For a general discussion of different ways of classifying discourse
relations, see [Maier and Hovy 1993]. Within implemented systems, rst-style
rhetorical relations have been ‘operationalised’ in a number of ways. The orien-
tation of the definitions provided by rst makes them amemable to encoding as
ai-style planning operators, with the constraints in the definitions mapping into
preconditions on the application of an operator, and the effects mapping into
postconditions. Figure 4.16 shows two rhetorical relation operators as used in
Moore’s pea system [ref]. Note that the construction of such operators requires
two things:

• The elements of the definition have to be mapped into the planning con-
structs used by the system; here, for example, we need to make use of
notions such as goals and the constituent acts that can serve as steps in
achieving those goals.

• The descriptive characterisations of effects and preconditions have to be
formalised in terms of the beliefs of the hearer and effects on the hearer.

Our understanding of what is required in the latter case leaves much to be
desired, and so the computational representations of rhetorical relations that
we find in systems tend to be pale shadows of the intentions that underly the
theoretical constructs.
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relation name: elaboration

constraints on n: none
constraints on s: none
constraints on the n+ s combination:

s presents additional detail about the situation or some
element of subject matter which is presented in n or
inferentially accessible in n in one or more of the ways
listed below. In the list, if n presents the first member
of any pair, then s includes the second:

1. set:member
2. abstract:instance
3. whole:part
4. process:step
5. object:attribute
6. generalisation:specific

the effect: r recognizes the situation presented in s as providing
additional detail for n. r identifies the element of sub-
ject matter for which detail is provided.

the locus of the effect: n and s.

Figure 4.15: The rst definition of elaboration
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EFFECT:
(PERSUADED ?hearer (DO ?hearer ?act))

CONSTRAINTS:
(AND (STEP ?act ?goal)

(GOAL ?hearer ?goal)
(MOST-SPECIFIC ?goal))

NUCLEUS:
(FORALL ?goal

(MOTIVATION ?act ?goal))
SATELLITES:
nil

EFFECT:
(MOTIVATION ?act ?goal))

CONSTRAINTS:
(AND (STEP ?act ?goal)

(GOAL ?hearer ?goal))
NUCLEUS:
(BEL ?hearer (STEP ?act ?goal))

SATELLITES:
nil

Figure 4.16: Rhetorical relation operationalisations in pea
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Operators of this kind have been used computationally in a number of ways.
Some of these will be discussed in the next section.

We noted above that discourse relations are often signalled by particular cue
phrases. In the architecture we adopt here, the mapping from the underlying
relationship to the cue phrase that expresses it is the responsibility of the mi-
croplanner, as discussed in Chapter 5. Instead of specifying abstract discourse
relations such as contrast in the document plan, some discourse planners di-
rectly specify cue words. However, leaving the choice of the specific cue phrase
to be used to the lexicalization process allows for variation of the selected phrase
according to context. For example, but is a good realisation of contrast if the
two messages are realised in the same sentence, but however or in contrast may
be better if the messages are realised in different sentences. The lexicalization
process can also enforce stylistic variation, so that the same cue phrase is not
used again and again in the text.

Discourse relations provide a useful way of specifying the relationship be-
tween small chunks of text, such as clauses, sentences, and paragraphs. They are
perhaps less useful in specifying the high-level structure of longer documents.
A direction that remains to be fully explored is the integration of schema-based
approaches with those based on rhetorical structure; this might be particularly
appropriate for simultaneously dealing with both large-scale and smaller-scale
issues in text structure.

4.5 Document Planner Architecture

So far in this chapter we have discussed the issues in document planning in
relatively abstract terms. To make things more concrete, we look at how these
issues can be dealt with in our sumgen-w case study. We begin by sketching the
different architectural approaches that can be taken to combining the content
determination and document structuring tasks in an nlg system, and discuss
some of the pros and cons of each approach. We then look at the sumgen-

w case study, and derive a representation for document plans that meets our
needs. Finally, we show how different approaches to document planning can be
used to build these structures.

4.5.1 Architectural Options in Document Planning

In the previous section we surveyed two broad approaches to document struc-
turing: the schema-based approach, whereby a set of rules is used to define
the constituency of well-formed texts in some domain; and the relations-based
approach, where a set of operators is used to define how textual elements can
be combined in order to construct a coherent text.

It has occasionally been suggested in the literature that schemas, at least in
the sense originally used by McKeown, are really compiled collections of rhetor-
ical relations in conventional packages; the details of such claims remain to be
worked out. However, it is interesting to note that the difference between the two
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Content determined . . .
before Document Structuring during Document Structuring

Schema-based McKeown’s text Reiter’s stop

Relations-based Hovy’s Text Structurer Moore’s pea

Table 4.2: Different combinations of document structuring and content deter-
mination

approaches here is similar to the difference between phrase structure grammar
approaches to sentence syntactic description and more lexicalised approaches
such as categorial grammar. It would not be surprising, we venture, if it did
indeed turn out that the two approaches can capture exactly the same phenom-
ena, but that each offers different expressive elegancies. As already noted, the
schema-based approach becomes increasingly unwieldy as we try to cater for
more variety in the texts to be generated; while the relations-based approach
is more complex to start with, but may scale more easily to a wider range of
textual structures.

Quite apart from these two approaches to document structuring, there is
an orthogonal issue regarding how document structuring interacts with content
determination. In the literature, there are two clear alternatives:

• some content determination process first identifies the messages to be ex-
pressed in the text, and a document structuring process then combines
these messages into a coherent text; or

• the document structuring process begins with a notion of what a well-
formed text would look like, and then requests a content determination
process to find or create appropriate messages for insertion into this struc-
ture.

We might think of the first approach as being data-driven, and the second as
being hypothesis-driven; note that either document structuring approach can
be used in each case. Data-driven architectures are pipelined in nature: first
the content determination task does its work, and then the document struc-
turing task takes the results and builds a document plan. Hypothesis-driven
architectures are more interleaved: although the top-level control comes from
the document structuring task, this is effectively co-routined with the content
determination task in order to obtain the relevant information when it is re-
quired.

Table 4.2 summarises where different combinations can be found in the liter-
ature. Pipelined data-driven architectures are easier to comprehend, but suffer
from the inefficiency that messages may be constructed which are never used.
There is also the potentially more serious problem that, unless some feedback
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The month was slightly warmer than average with almost exactly the average
rainfall, but rainfall for the year is still very depleted. Heavy rain fell on the
27th and 28th.

Figure 4.17: The weather summary for July 1996

mechanism is incorporated, the document structuring task may find it does not
have enough information to build a coherent text. Interwoven hypothesis-driven
architectures may result in wasted requests for the construction of the messages
when particular document structuring hypotheses turn out to be dead-ends.
Some of the characteristics of this problem would appear to be amenable to
the kinds of techniques used in chart parsing, so that previously constructed
fragments can be saved and reused in alternative derivations.

Although relations-based document structuring would seem to be theoreti-
cally more interesting than the use of schemas, practical applications are lim-
ited by our understanding of how to appropriately formalise discourse relations.
There is still much research to be done in determining the constraints on their
use and their effects, and in how they can be characterised in ways that make
them applicable to more than limited domains. Schemas offer the advantage
that they can very naturally incorporate structures whose motivations for in-
clusion are hard to work out from first principles: for example, of a document
needs to contain particular elements as a result of bureaucratic or legal concerns,
these can be trivially included in a schema, whereas a relations-based approach
would require more sophisticated reasoning.

4.5.2 Representing Document Plans

How do we decide what schemas or relations we need? Once more, our view
is that this is best determined by examination of the target text corpus. This
can be carried out in essentially the same manner as that proposed for content
determination rules in Section 4.3.2; but instead of looking for rules as to why
particular messages appear in particular texts, the focus is on the identification
of rules which determine the order messages appear in, the cue phrases and
underlying relations that hold between messages, and so forth.

If a corpus-based approach is used to identify rules for both content deter-
mination and document structuring, it is natural to do these simultaneously.
Human authors often do not make a distinction between the two tasks, and so
taking account of both aspects at once may simplify interactions with domain
experts. For example, when a domain expert is asked how she produces a text,
she may sometimes say ‘First I say x and then I say y’ instead of ‘I say x and
y, and usually I put x first’.

Consider the target text in Figure ??. By analysis of this text and others
in the corpus, we can propose a set of schemas that describe the document
structure of these texts. Figure 4.18 shows such a schema. Similarly, we can
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DescribeWeather −→
DescribeMonthOverall DescribeSignificantEvents

DescribeMonthOverall −→
DescribeOverallTemperature DescribeOverallPrecipitation

DescribeOverallPrecipitation −→
DescribeOverallRainyDays DescribeOverallRainfall

DescribeSignificantEvents −→
DescribeTemperatureEvents DescribePrecipitationEvents

Figure 4.18: A schema for weather summaries

〈Figure needs to be translated from Windows picture object: basically,
it shows a top level narrative sequence connecting two document plan
elements, one of which contains the information about the month as a
whole and the other of which contains the significant envets of heavy
rain. The document plan element for the month as a whole has a
narrative sequence connecting the temperature and rainfall information;
the rainfall information is itself a document plan that contains two
elements related by a contrast relation.〉

Figure 4.19: A rhetorical analysis of the target text

carry out an analysis of the text in terms of the rhetorical relations that hold
between its elements. One such analysis for the text in Figure 4.17 is shown in
Figure 4.19.

These analyses provide us with some of the basic elements we will need in
planning documents. Figure 4.20 shows the messages that make up the text in
Figure 4.17. For our purposes, we need a representation of document plans that
allows us to generalise across schema-based construction and relations-based
construction; Figure 4.21 provides a characterisation of the representations we
will use. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the document plan elements for our target
text: Figure 4.22 shows the atomic document plan elements, these being the
elements that contain single messages; Figure 4.23 shows how these atomic
elements are combined to produce the overall document plan.

4.5.3 Document Planning in sumgen-w

Given these representations of document plans, we can now look at how the
document structuring methods we described earlier can be used to construct
these plans.

We will assume that the set of messages to be conveyed has already been
determined, although in principle this could be carried out as the document
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message-type: MonthlyTemperatureMsg

message-id: Msg19960701

period:

[
year: 1996

month: 07

]

absolute-or-relative: relative-to-historical-average

relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: degreesC

number: x

]

direction: +










message-type: MonthlyRainfallMsg

message-id: Msg19960702

period:

[
year: 1996

month: 07

]

absolute-or-relative: relative-to-historical-average

relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: millimetres

number: x

]

direction: −










message-type: TotalRainSoFarMsg

message-id: Msg19960703

period:

[
year: 1996

month: 07

]

absolute-or-relative: relative-to-historical-average

relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: millimetres

number: x

]

direction: −




previous-month-relative-difference:


magnitude:

[
unit: millimetres

number: x

]

direction: −










message-type: RainEventMsg

message-id: Msg19960704

period:

[
year: 1996

month: 07

]

event-day: 27

precipitation:

[
unit: millimetres

number: x

]




,




message-type: RainEventMsg

message-id: Msg19960704

period:

[
year: 1996

month: 07

]

event-day: 28

precipitation:

[
unit: millimetres

number: x

]




Figure 4.20: The set of messages corresponding to the weather summary for
July 1996
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1. A document plan is a collection of document plan elements that
together define a document.

2. A document plan element is a data structure with at least the follow-
ing fields: index and constituents. The index is a unique label for the
instance of the data structure. The constituents is a list of the constituents
of the document plan; this is either the index of a single constituent mes-
sage or a set of indices of constituent document plan elements.

3. Document plan elements can be used to represent three different kinds of
document structures: shared topics, which are collections of messages
that have something in common; narrative-sequences, which are sets
of elements over which an ordering is specified; and structures built around
other discourse relations such as contrast and elaboration. In
each case the relevant information is provided in a document plan element
by means of a relations field.

4. There can be any number of elements in a shared-topic or a narrative-
sequence; each must be a document plan.

5. Structures built around discourse relations are sets of three-tuples that
indicate the particular discourse relation and the indices of the document
plan elements that correspond to the nucleus and satellite of the re-
lation. Thus, a document plan element can have multiple relations, each
of which connects one of its constituents to the constituent that is the
nucleus. There can be only one nucleus in a document plan element.

Figure 4.21: A definition of document plans
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index: DP199607-01
constituents: {Msg960701}





index: DP199607-02
constituents: {Msg960702}





index: DP199607-03
constituents: {Msg960703}





index: DP199607-04
constituents: {Msg960704}





index: DP199607-05
constituents: {Msg960705}




Figure 4.22: Atomic Document Plan Elements for July 1996



index: DP199607-09

constituents: {DP199607-07, DP199607-08}
relations: {〈narrative-sequence,DP199607-07,DP199607-08〉}






index: DP199607-07

constituents: {DP199607-01, DP199607-06}
relations: {〈narrative-sequence,DP199607-01,DP199607-06〉}






index: DP199607-06

constituents: {DP199607-02, DP199607-03}
relations: {〈contrast,DP199607-02,DP199607-03〉}






index: DP199607-08

constituents: {DP199607-4, DP199607-05}
relations: {〈shared-topic,DP199607-02,DP199607-03〉}




Figure 4.23: Complex Document Plan Elements for July 1996
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plans are constructed with relatively minor changes to the algorithms presented
here.

Schema-Based Document Structuring

The schema in Figure 4.18 does no more than characterise the constituent struc-
ture of document plans that are built using these rules. To use such a schema
in practice, it needs to be augmented in two ways:

• Structure-building rules which construct the appropriate document plan
elements, along with any relevant discourse relations, need to be added.

• Where these is optionality in the schema, conditions on the inclusion of
messages need to be incorporated.

To simplify matters here we will assume that the content determination process
has already decided what messages should be in included in the generated text,
and so we will fall back on a generally characterisable notion of optional inclusion
whereby any element licenced by the schema will be included if it is available;
otherwise, if the schema dictates inclusion of a message type that does not exist,
then that part of the schema will be skipped. In practice we would expect to
have particular conditions attached to each rule.

Figure 4.24 shows a version of the schema from Figure 4.18 with structure
building annotations added. Each symbol in the schema is augmented by an ar-
gument, this being the document plan element that corresponds to that symbol;
the structure building annotations refer to these document plan elements. We
have glossed some of the more complex structure building operations in English.
Note the reference in the third rule to ‘contrasting information’: for the pur-
poses of this schema, we define two pieces of messages to be contrasting if they
are both concerned with either rainfall or temperature and one represents an
increase in value whereas the other represents a decrease. Document planning
using the schema then takes places by traversing the grammar in a top-down
fashion, building structure in accordance with the annotations on the rules.

Relations-Based Document Structuring

Our approach to building document plans using rhetorical relations is based
on the work of Hovy [ref]. First we need a set of relation definitions; slightly
simplified versions of these are shown in Figure 4.25. Each relation definition
is in effect a set of instructions for building a new document plan element from
pre-existing document plan elements. In these definitions, the new document
plan element is always referred to as DP0, and the existing document plan
elements being combined are referred to as DP1 and DP2. The preconditions
on the relations are generally conditions on existing elements of structure; the
postconditions define aspects of the new structure to be built.

To use these relation definitions, first we build an atomic document plan
element for each message to be conveyed in the text. Document planning is
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DescribeWeather[DP0] −→
DescribeMonthOverall[DP1] DescribeSignificantEvents[DP2]

〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}
〈DP0 relations〉 = 〈narrative-sequence, DP1, DP2〉

DescribeMonthOverall[DP0] −→
DescribeOverallTemperature[DP1] DescribeOverallPrecipitation[DP2]

〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}
〈DP0 relations〉 = 〈narrative-sequence, DP1, DP2〉

DescribeOverallPrecipitation[DP0] −→
DescribeOverallRainyDays[DP1] DescribeOverallRainfall[DP2]

〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}
〈if DP1 and DP2 present contrasting information
then relate using contrast

else relate using elaboration〉
DescribeSignificantEvents[DP0] −→

DescribeTemperatureEvents[DP1] DescribePrecipitationEvents[DP2]
〈if DP1 or DP2 have multiple instantiations
then relate them using shared-topic〉

Figure 4.24: A schema with structure-building annotations

relation-name shared-topic
preconditions 〈DP1 message-type〉 = 〈DP2 message-type〉
postconditions 〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}

〈DP0 relations〉 = 〈〈shared-topic, DP1,DP2〉〉

relation-name narrative-sequence
preconditions 〈DP1 message-type〉 = MonthlyTemperatureMsg

〈DP2 message-type〉 = MonthlyRainfallMsg
postconditions 〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}

〈DP0 relations〉 = 〈〈narrative-sequence, DP1,DP2〉〉

relation-name contrast
preconditions 〈DP1 message-type〉 = MonthlyRainfallMsg

〈DP2 message-type〉 = TotalRainSoFarMsg
〈DP1 relative-difference direction〉 	= 〈DP2 relative-
difference direction〉

postconditions 〈DP0 constituents〉 = {DP1, DP2}
〈DP0 relations〉 = 〈〈contrast, DP1,DP2〉〉

Figure 4.25: Simplified relation definitions for the sumgen-w case study
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then carried out by iterating through the set of relations, checking the pool of
document plans to see if any can be combined. This process repeats until all
the document plan elements have been combined in one structure.

4.6 Further Reading

Surprisingly little has been written about domain modelling and message mod-
elling in nlg. Kukich and her colleagues have probably published the most on
this issue: see (ref ANA; ACL-97 workshop paper). Bateman and his colleagues
have published a number of papers on the idea of basing nlg domain models
around a linguistically-based ‘upper model’; see (ref??). The broader ai liter-
ature contains a substantial amount of workl on domain modelling and related
work; [Uschold] is a good survey of much of this work. The software engineering
literature also contains many techniques that can be applied to the construc-
tion of domain models for nlg systems; textbooks on object-oriented modelling
(such as (Booch)) and entity–relationship modelling (such as (Barker)) are good
places to look.

There is a larger literature on the problem of content determination. Most of
this work describes how content determination is performed in specific systems,
including including epicure (ref), idas (ref), FoG (ref), and peba (ref). For
work on the use of planning and plan-recognition techniques to determine ap-
propriate content, see (Allen) and (Kautz); for more recent nlg-oriented work
in this area, see (Moore). For general work in planning and plan recognition,
see (?? Readings??). Paris’s work (ref) looks at how content determination
should be affected by user models. (Reiter et al 1997) describe some knowledge
acquisition techniques that can be used for content determination.

There is a large literature on what we have called document structuring, but
which is usually called text planning in the literature. General discussions
of discourse relations are given in (ref??), while rst is described in (ref??).
McKeown’s original work on schemas is presented in [ref]. Kittredge et al [ref]
argues that document structuring largely depends on domain-specific knowl-
edge. (Lester and Porter) describe a specific schema language, edp, and also
discuss the process of developing edp schemas in a particular domain. Hovy’s
original work on using rhetorical relations for text structuring is presented in in
[Hovy ref]; more recent work is (ref??). Hovy [ref] compares schemas and more
dynamic approaches to document structuring.

One area which has not been much discussed in the research literature
is knowledge acquisition for document structuring; probably the most useful
sources here are descriptions of how particular systems were built, such as (Gold-
berg), (PlanDoc), and (Lester and Porter).
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